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Lesbian Conception 101: An
Easy-to-follow, How-to Get Started
Guide For Lesbians Thinking About
Getting Pregnant Tomorrow Or In A
Couple Of Years

You've decided you want to have a baby.... now what? How do you decide on a donor? Where do
you find lesbian pregnancy advice? What artificial insemination technique should you (or do you
need to) use? How much is this all going to cost? How do you even get started? What is the best
way to get pregnant? There are a lot of different ways lesbians can make a baby. In this practical
(and sometimes hilarious) guide, Kathy Borkoski of LesbianConception101.com walks you through
your options and helps you decide what is best for your situation. By giving you all the information
she and her wife learned over a year of inseminations, ultrasounds, and questions to their patient
doctor and lesbian mom friends, she shows you how to get started on your own path to pregnancy.
In this how-to guide, you will be given: *** A glossary for all the confusing processes and jargon ***
Easy-to-follow steps to get you started *** Questions you should be asking each other to make the
tough decisions *** Cost estimates so you can plan for the real expenses of lesbian babymaking ***
Stories from real lesbian moms about their journeys Don't waste more time googling and asking
around... get the basics and start making your family!
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This book was very helpful. It answered a lot of the questions I had, especially about different
treatments used to achieve conception, as well as the costs to expect while being treated. A section
about questions to ask your fertility doctor on your initial appointment would have been helpful, but I
was able to come up with my own list based on the questions that came up while I was reading the
book. It was definitely great to read a book with pronouns that match my family, it can be frustrating
looking into fertility specialists because most the language is directed at heterosexual people, and

that process can be very different. I don't want to read about all the things the male needs to do,
because that isn't part of my journey...this book was a comfort in that way. If you are part of a
lesbian relationship and want to learn more about what it takes to conceive I recommend reading
this book. It's short enough to read in one sitting, and it covers all the bases.

As the title states this is "An easy-to-follow, how-to get started guide for lesbians thinking about
getting pregnant." Conceiving generally speaking can be very difficult for many, and with lesbian
families in particular there are added challenges taking place. This book breaks it down in a
digestible way that any one can understand.

I applaud the author for her attempt, and there is definitely some good info in there about conception
for lesbians, but it's so incredibly basic. The physical paperback is just OK quality and I was able to
get through it in an hour. I think the same type of info could have been compiled into a website for
free somewhere, sort of didn't feel worth $10. Also it definitely focuses heavily on buying sperm at a
sperm bank and going that route, which is what the author and her partner used. Totally fine, but I
think a comprehensive book would have more deeply explored all angles.
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